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The possibly non-distributive event domains which arise from Winskel’s
event structures with binary conflict are known to coincide with the
domains of configurations of Stark’s trace automata. We prove that when-
ever the transitive reduction of the order on finite elements in an event
domain is a context-free graph in the sense of Mu ller and Schupp, the
event domain may also be generated from a finite trace automaton, where
both the set of states and the concurrent alphabet are finite. We show
that the set of graph grammars which generate event domains is a recur-
sive set. We obtain altogether an effective procedure which decides from
an unlabeled graph grammar whether it generates an event domain and
which constructs in that case a finite trace automaton recognizing that
event domain. ] 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
This study arises from the junction of two related trends in concurrency theory,
namely the comparison of semantic models and the concern for expressivity. The
first trend, best represented in Nielsen and Winskel (1995), aims at charting embed-
dings and equivalences between categories of models of concurrency, thus comparing
their intrinsic power of representation. For instance, it was shown in Badouel and
Darondeau (1993) that separated trace automata are equivalent with saturated
trace nets and correspond at the level of domains of configurations with event
structures with binary conflict. The resulting circuit between models preserves
behaviors, i.e., domains of configurations, and it also preserves finiteness. Such
behavior preserving correspondences between models might help to save some of
the effort of constructing explicitly several interpretations for a given programming
language, as was done, for instance, in Boudol and Castellani (1994), while remain-
ing free to choose the most convenient model for analyzing such and such semantic
feature (e.g., nets for causality, automata for cycles, and termination). The second
trend, which appeared in de Simone (1984) and Baeten et al. (1987) and was
amplified in Vaandrager (1992), aims at measuring the extension of one or several
(fragments of) programming languages interpreted in a given model. Possible scales
of measure are the polynomial and arithmetic hierarchies of sets or the Chomsky
hierarchy of languages, applied to the objects of the models viewed as sets or
languages. For example, it was shown in de Simone (1984) that a combined use of
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unguarded recursion and of operational rules in de Simones’s format yields enough
power for assigning a finite expression to any recursively enumerable transition
system considered up to strong bisimulation. We show in this paper that any event
domain which is generated from a context-free graph grammar can also be generated
from some finite trace automaton. In order to establish that result, we construct an
effective (partial) mapping of unlabeled graph grammars into finite trace automata,
preserving domains of configurations.
An event domain is the set of configurations of an event structure with binary
conflict, ordered by set inclusion, and it is in particular a coherent and finitary
Scott domain (Winskel, 1980). As such, an event domain is totally determined by
the transitive reduction (i.e., Hasse diagram) of the order on its finite elements. An
event domain is said to be context-free when that diagram may be generated from
a context-free graph grammar or equivalently when finitely many types of isomorphic
connected components are left after removing all nodes at a depth less than some
arbitrary constant (Mu ller and Schupp, 1985). We will show that the sub-family of
unlabeled graph grammars generating event domains forms a recursive set. The
mapping of that recursive set into the set of finite trace automata induces regular
labelings on Hasse diagrams of context-free event domains, where vertices are
mapped to a finite set of states and arcs are mapped to a finite concurrent alphabet.
The outcome is a more concrete and tractable presentation of event domains, well
suited to an automated verification of their properties.
Let us add a few words about the background of this work. Context-free graphs,
which may in general present cycles, have been studied at depth. For instance, they
are known to coincide with the algebraic graphs of Courcelle (1990) and with the
pattern graphs of Caucal (1992). On the other hand, recursively defined and effec-
tive domains have been thoroughly investigated (Smyth, 1977), but no attention
has been paid so far to families of domains with a regular structure, such as the
context-free event domains. The present work is a limited attempt in this direction.
Context-free event domains are much more general than the so-called context-free
processes which are usually considered in the literature on bisimulation (Baeten
et al., 1993); in our opinion, the associated event structures provide a tractable
alternative to the recursively defined event structures of Goltz and Loogen (1991).
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 recalls the basic relationships between
conflict event domains, event structures with binary conflict, and trace automata.
Section 3 introduces a general definition of recognizable (but not necessarily context-
free) event domains, and reports our early work toward their order theoretic
characterization. We focus in Section 4 on context-free event domains, i.e., event
domains whose Hasse diagrams of compact elements can be generated by graph
grammars. An order theoretic characterization of the recognizable event domains
which are context-free is produced, but it does not lead to an effective characteriza-
tion of the (finite) trace automata recognizing these context-free event domains.
Section 5 contains the main result of the paper: an effective proof of the recogniza-
bility of context-free event domains. Section 6 supplies alternative procedures for
deciding whether a graph grammar defines a conflict event domain. The first proce-
dure relies on Mu ller and Schupp’s theorem, which states the decidability of the
monadic theory of context-free graphs (Mu ller and Schupp, 1985). The second
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procedure is more explicit and relies solely on the computation of fixed points of
monotone operators on finite lattices. The results of Sections 5 and 6 together
provide an effective procedure which decides from an unlabeled graph grammar
whether it generates an event domain and which constructs in that case a finite
trace automaton recognizing that event domain.
2. TRACE AUTOMATA AND CONFLICT EVENT DOMAINS
This section recalls the definitions of conflict event domains, event structures with
binary conflict, and trace automata, and the basic theorems stating their tight rela-
tionships. All the material of the section is borrowed from the literature, especially
from Winskel (1980, 1988) and Stark (1989a, b). A Scott domain is an |-algebraic
and consistently complete partial order, and it is finitary if every finite element
dominates finitely many elements.
In an ordered set (D, ), a subset X is compatible (notation: X A ) if it has
an upper bound, and two elements x and y are compatible (notation: x A y)
if [x, y] is compatible. A PO is consistently complete if every consistent
subset has a least upper bound (X is consistent, or finitely compatible, if
every finite subset of X is compatible). Consistently complete PO’s coincide
with bounded complete CPOs (a PO is a CPO if every directed subset X
has a least upper bound and a CPO is bounded complete if every compatible
pair has a least upper bound). A PO is algebraic if, for every element x,
the set of finite elements smaller than x is directed and x is its least upper
bound ( y is finite if, for every directed X with least upper bound  X,
y X O _x # X } yx). A PO is |-algebraic if it is algebraic and has
countably many finite elements.
All the elements of a Scott domain are least upper bounds of sets of finite
elements. In the particular case of an event domain, a finite element may be further
decomposed into a set of indivisible grains of information, called events, each of
which is obtained by passing through a specific class of projective prime intervals
on some path leading to that element.
We reserve the notation [x, y] for the prime intervals, i.e., for the inter-
vals such that x &< y (x is covered by y), meaning that x< y and there
is no element between them (xz y O z=x or z= y). The projective
order C= on prime intervals is the least order relation such that [x, y] C=
[z, t] if x= y 7 z and t= y 6 z. The relation of projectivity, noted >&< ,
is the equivalence on prime intervals generated by C=. An equivalence
class of prime intervals is called an event. Intuitively, projective prime
intervals represent the same increment of information.
The finite elements of an event domain are mapped bijectively to the associated
sets of events, called configurations. This mapping may be extended by continuity
to arbitrary elements, resulting in an isomorphism between every event domain and
the associated set of configurations ordered by inclusion (this isomorphism maps
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the least upper bound of a compatible set of elements to the union of their associated
configurations).
Let us analyze the axiomatic requirements for the above representation in
a finitary Scott domain, where we associate to every pair of finite elements
x and y such that x &< y a transition x wa y labeled by the projective
class a of the prime interval [x, y]. In order that a finite element x may
be represented by the set of events Ex occurring on an arbitrary sequence
of transitions from the infimum to x, the following should hold:
Axiom JD. All the paths from the infimum to x have the same length
and they are labeled by the same set of events, each of which occurs
exactly once on each path.
In order that the function which maps y to Ey be injective, the transition
system must be deterministic:
Axiom R. [x, y] >&< [x, y$] O y= y$.
In order that Ex 6y=Ex _ Ey , the following is finally required:
Axiom C. [x &< y 6 x &< z] 6 [ y A z 6 y{z] O [ y &< ( y 6 z) 6
z &< ( y 6 z)].
Now, the configuration Ex associated with an arbitrary element x may be
defined as the union of configurations Ey for finite approximations y of x.
A characteristic feature of conflict event domains, not taken into account in the
above analysis of general event domains, is the following: in a conflict event domain,
the relation of compatibility between elements or configurations is totally determined
by a binary relation on events, called the conflict relation. Namely x and y are
compatible (x A y) if and only if Ex and Ey do not contain conflicting events. By
adding a specific axiom (V) encoding this feature, and dropping axiom (JD) which
then becomes redundant, one ends up with Winskel’s definition of conflict event
domains.
Definition 2.1 (Conflict Event Domains). A conflict event domain is a complete
|-algebraic partial order whose finite elements satisfy the following four axioms:
Axiom F. [x | yx] is finite.
Axiom C. x &< y, x &< z, y{z, y A z O y 6z exists 6 y &< ( y6 z), z &< ( y 6 z).
Axiom R. [x, y] >&< [x, y$] O y= y$.
Axiom V. [x, x$] >&< [ y, y$] 6 [x, x"] >&< [ y, y"] 6 x$ A x" O y$ A y".
In fact, one can prove (Curien, 1986) that any two paths between two finite
elements are equivalent by permutations, where the equivalence by permutations is
the congruence (w.r.t. left and right concatenations) generated by the pairs x wa y
wb ztx wb y$ wa z. Moreover, one can also prove (Curien, 1986) that axioms (F)
and (C) imply that the order is consistently complete; thus a conflict event domain
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is a finitary Scott domain. Conflict event domains may be given a purely set
theoretic representation in the form of (conflict) event structures defined as follows.
Definition 2.2 (Event Structures and Their Configurations). An event structure
is a triple (E, *, |&), where
1. E is a countable set of events;
2. * is a binary, symmetric, and irreflexive relation on E, called the conflict
relation;
3. Con is the family of finite and conflict-free subsets of E; then |& is a subset
of Con_E, called the enabling relation, such that
(X |&e and X/Y # Con) O Y |&e.
A configuration is a subset X/E which is
1. conflict-free: e*e$ O (e  X or e$  X) and,
2. secured: \e # X _e0 } } } en # X such that en=e and [e0 , ...ei&1] |&ei for
i=1, ..., n.
Theorem 2.3 (G. Winskel). (i) The set of configurations D(E) of an event
structure E, ordered by inclusion, is a conflict event domain.
(ii) Conversely, let D be a conflict event domain; then (ED , *D , |&D) is an
event structure with the following definitions:
1. ED is the set of events (i.e., classes of projective prime intervals) of the
event domain D;
2. a*D b if and only if there exist x, y, and z in D such that [x, y] # a,
[x, z] # b, and y A3 z;
3. let E& be the representation function mapping elements of D to configura-
tions, i e., Ex=[[ y, y$] >&< | y$x]; then X |&D a for a finite and conflict-free set
of events X iff there exist some x and y in D such that Ex /X and [x, y] # a.
Moreover, E& is an isomorphism from D onto D(ED).
The above theorem yields an explicit connection between conflict event structures
and conflict event domains. Let us now explain the relationship between conflict
event domains and trace automata. Given a conflict event domain D, a labeled and
acyclic transition system TD may be derived from D by setting x w
a y in TD when
[x, y] # a. Two events a and b are independent, written a&D b, when there exist x,
y, and z in D such that [x, y] # a, [x, z] # b, and y A z. It should be clear from
the following definition that TD becomes in this way a trace automaton over the
concurrent alphabet (ED , &D).
Definition 2.4 (Trace Automata). An automaton A=(A, Q, q0 , T ) consists of
a countable set A of actions, a set Q of states with initial state q0 # Q, and a trans-
ition relation TQ_A_Q. A trace automaton A=(A, &, Q, q0 , T) is an automaton
whose alphabet comes equipped with a symmetric and irreflexive relation &/A_A,
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called the independence relation, such that the following conditions on transitions
p wa q # T are satisfied:
determinism: ( p wa q 7 p wa r) O q=r
commutativity: (a&b 7 q wa r 7 q wb s) O (_p r wb p 7 s wa p).
Indeed, axiom R says exactly that TD is deterministic, while axioms C and V entail
commutativity.
Notation 2.5. By an abuse of notation, we let TD=(TD , &D) denote the trace
automaton derived from the conflict event domain D.
Observe that a trace automaton may be infinite (like TD if D is infinite) and that
it may present cycles (unlike TD). Two trace automata which are finite and cyclic,
resp. infinite and acyclic, may nevertheless generate two isomorphic domains of
configurations as defined below.
Let us fix the notation and terminology. In a deterministic transition
system T/Q_A_Q, x wa is an abbreviation for _y .x wa y and x .a
denotes the unique y such that x wa y when it exists. For q # Q and
u # A*, q wu and q .u are defined inductively: q w= for every q, with
q .==q, and q wa .u iff q wa 6 q .a wu , with q . (a .u)=(q .a) .u.
The language L(A) of an automaton A is the set of words [m # A* | q0 w
m ]
labeling its paths from the initial state. The equivalence by permutations t is the
equivalence on L(A) generated by those pairs (uabv, ubav) in L(A)_L(A) such
that a&b in A. Let  be the prefix order, and =( _ t )* be the prefix preorder
modulo permutations. The equivalence by permutations coincides with the equivalence
induced by the preorder (mtn iff mn and nm); thus the following definition
makes sense.
Definition 2.6 (Domain of Configurations of a Trace Automaton). The set of
finite configurations of a trace automaton A is L(A)t , and the domain of confi-
gurations D(A) of A is the ideal completion of the ordered set (L(A)t , t ).
Now D&D(TD) for any conflict event domain D. The explicit connection
between conflict event domains and trace automata is stated by the following
theorem.
Theorem 2.7 (E. W. Stark). The domains of configurations of trace automata are
the conflict event domains.
Summing up Theorems 2.3 and 2.7, we see that conflict event structures and trace
automata are just alternative ‘‘syntactic’’ forms for conflict event domains.
A significant subclass of conflict event domains is formed by the coherent,
finitary and distributive Scott domains, also called the coherent dI-domains.
Recall that (D, ) is said to be coherent if every subset of pairwise com-
patible elements has a least upper bound, and distributive if (x 6 y) 7 z=
(x 7 z) 6 ( y 7 z) for every compatible pair of elements x, y and for every
element z. Specialized versions of Theorems 2.3 and 2.7 exist for the coherent
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dI-domains. From Nielsen et al. (1981), the coherent dI-domains coincide
with the domains of configurations of the prime conflict event structures,
i.e., event structures (E, *, |&) such that the relation ee$ if and only if
every configuration including e$ includes e is an order relation on events.
From Bednarczyk (1987), the coherent dI-domains coincide also with the
domains of configurations of the asynchronous transition systems, defined
as trace automata A(A, &, Q, q0 , T) such that q w
a and q .a wb entail
q wb whenever a&b.
3. RECOGNIZABLE EVENT DOMAINS
This section presents the early steps of a general study aiming at an order
theoretic characterization of the recognizable event domains defined as follows.
Definition 3.1 (Recognizable Event Domains). A conflict event domain is
recognizable if it is isomorphic to the domain of configurations of some finite trace
automaton.
A variant definition of recognizability might be stated for the subclass of
coherent dI-domains, namely the following: a coherent dI-domain is rec-
ognizable if it is isomorphic to the domain of configurations of a finite
asynchronous transition system. Insofar as coherent dI-domains are con-
cerned, it has been proved in Schmitt (1997) that the two definitions of
recognizability are equivalent. However, the proof of their equivalence
relies upon Ramsey’s theorem, and it is therefore ineffective.
Figure 1 shows two recognizable event domains D1 &D(Al) and D2 &D(A2),
where A1 and A2 are the two different trace automata, with a single state q0 and
two transitions q0 w
a q0 and q0 w
b q0 , which are obtained by setting a&b in A1
and a&3 b in A2 . Given a (finite or infinite) trace automaton A, and given an event
domain D inducing a trace automaton TD as defined in Section 2, the domain D
is in fact isomorphic to the domain of configurations of the trace automaton A if
and only if A is a folding of TD according to the following definition, adapted from
Badouel and Darondeau (1993).
FIG. 1. Two recognizable event domains.
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Definition 3.2 (Folding Morphisms for Trace Automata). A folding morphism
(’, _): A1  A2 between trace automata is a pair of mappings ’: A1  A2 , _:
Q1  Q2 between their respective sets of actions and states, satisfying conditions 1
to 4:
1. _(q0, 1)=q0, 2 ;
2. q wa q$ in T1 implies _(q) w
’(a) _(q$) in T2 ;
3. at every q # Q1 , ’ restricts to a bijection between [a | q w
a ] and [b | _(q) wb ];
4. for every a, b # A1 , if q w
a and q wb in A1 for some q # Q1 then a&1b 
’(a) &2 ’(b).
A2 is said to be a folding of A1 (notation: A1A2) if there exists some folding
morphism (’, _) from A1 to A2 .
Theorem 3.3 (Badouel and Darondeau). Let U be the unfolding operator that
maps a trace automaton A to the acyclic trace automaton UA=TD(A) derived from
the domain of configurations of A, then
1. UAA, and
2. BA O UA&UB,
where $ denotes isomorphism of trace automata.
Corollary 3.4. A conflict event domain D is recognizable if and only if the
derived trace automaton TD admits a finite folding TDA.
This corollary entails the non-recognizability of the non-distributive conflict
event domain D shown in Fig. 2. As a matter of fact, any two events ai and aj such
that i{ j are co-initial at some state and independent in TD ; hence from condition
(4) in Definition 3.2, ’(ai)&’(aj) and a fortiori ’(aj){q(aj) for any folding morphism
(’, _): TD  A, whereby A must be infinite for any such morphism. It is worth
noting that the domain D has exactly five types of isomorphic residuals Dx for x
ranging over D, where Dx is the upper restriction of D determined by x. We can
FIG. 2. A non-distributive conflict event domain which is not recognizable.
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now state two necessary conditions of recognizability for conflict event domains,
inspired from the above, and propose a conjecture. First, a recognizable event
domain D must have a finite number of types of isomorphic residuals, bounded by
the number of states of any finite trace automaton A such that D&D(A).
This follows clearly from Definition 2.6 and the property of left cancella-
tion (Stark, 1989a) stating that uvuw if and only if vw; for the prefix
ordering in the trace monoid over the concurrent alphabet of A, which
coincides when restricted to L(A) with the preorder  of Definition 2.6
(Stark, 1989a).
Second, a recognizable event domain D must have bounded cliques of events for the
relation < defined as follows: < is the least irreflexive and symmetric relation on ED
such that e1<e2 if e1&D e2 or e1*D e2 or as in Fig. 3 e1 &D e3 and e2*D e3 for some
event e3 co-initial with e1 and e2 at two different states in TD . If D&D(A), and
since condition (4) in Definition 3.2 entails ’(e1)&’(e3) and ’(e2)&3 ’(e3) for e1 , e2 ,
and e3 as above, the size of the <-cliques must actually be smaller than the size of
the alphabet of A.
Conjecture 3.5. A conflict event domain is recognizable if and only if it has
simultaneously a finite number of non-isomorphic residuals and bounded <-cliques.
This conjecture would be solved easily if a set E equipped with an
irreflexive and symmetric relation R could always be decomposed into a
finite partition [Ei | in] made of subsets Ei independent of R, i.e., such
that Ei_Ei & R=<. If so, one could apply this decomposition to
E=ED and R=<, and split further each subset Ei into a finite partition
[Eij | jni], such that Eij_Ei $j $ & *D=< or Eij_Ei $j $ & &D=< for
every i, j and i $, j $. Unfortunately, such decompositions do not exist for
arbitrary reflexive and symmetric relations R (Berge, 1970, ex. 5; p. 345).
For the special case of coherent dI-domains, we formulate a seemingly stronger
conjecture, as follows.
Conjecture 3.6. A coherent dI-domain is recognizable if and only if: (i) it has a
finite number of non-isomorphic residuals, and (ii) its transitive reduction is finitely
branching.
FIG. 3. An example where e1<e2 : e1 &D e3*D e2 .
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Let us observe that finite branching and bounded branching are equiv-
alent under the assumption that there exist finitely many types of iso-
morphic residuals. Now, in the particular case of coherent dI-domains,
bounded branching is equivalent to joint boundedness of the cliques of
each of the relations *D and &D . This follows from Ramsey’s theorem
and from a strong property of coherent dI-domains, to wit that if any
two events ei , ej , from a finite set [ek | kn] are jointly enabled in some
configuration Ci, j then all the events ek are jointly enabled in some con-
figuration C. This property does not hold, e.g., in the non-distributive
conflict event domain from Fig. 2. We are inclined to believe that a
coherent dI-domain D with finitely many types of isomorphic residuals
must have bounded <-cliques if it has bounded *D-cliques and bounded
&D-cliques. Unfortunately, we have not been able to establish this claim,
which would actually show the agreement of Conjectures 3.5 and 3.6.
For the sake of illustration, a coherent dI-domain which is not recognizable
is shown in Fig. 4. Although the Hasse diagram depicted in that figure
is boundedly branching, the corresponding domain is not recognizable
since it has unbounded <-cliques (observe that ei < ej for i{ j). By the
way, the considered domain has also an infinite number of non-iso-
morphic residuals!
A detailed example in support of Conjectures 3.5 and 3.6 is presented at the end
of the section. In the meantime, we restate the question of recognizability of conflict
event domains in terms of finitely labeled directed acyclic graphs (or dags). A
folding morphism (’, _): B  A may always be split into a labeling morphism
(’, 1): B  C, where C inherits the set of states of B and the concurrent alphabet
of A and has transitions q w’(a) q$ reflecting transitions q wa q$ in B, followed by a
state reduction (1, _): C  A. A labeling morphism (’, 1): B  C may be interpreted
as a relabeling of the trace automaton B according to the following definition.
Definition 3.7 (Relabeling of a Trace Automaton). A relabeling of a trace
automaton A is a mapping ’ from the alphabet of A onto a concurrent alphabet
(A, &) such that, for every pair of actions a and b labeling transitions from some
common state in A, a and b are independent in A if and only if their images under
’ are independent in the new alphabet (’(a)&’(b)).
FIG. 4. A distributive conflict event domain which is not recognizable.
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By splitting the folding morphism (’, _): TD(A)  A, one obtains in particular a
relabeling (’, 1): TD(A)  A* and a state reduction (1, _): A*  A for A* defined
as follows.
Definition 3.8 (Labeled Unfolding of a Trace Automaton). The labeled
unfolding of a trace automaton A over the concurrent alphabet (A, &) is a trace
automaton A* over the same alphabet, with set of states L(A)t , initial state =t
(the class of the empty word), and transitions ut w
a (wa)t for u and ua in L(A)
and a # A.
When A is finite, and unlike the automaton TD(A) which may in general be
constructed over an infinite alphabet, the acyclic automaton A* has always finitely
many labeled residuals, or directed subgraphs generated from an arbitrary element,
up to isomorphism of labeled dags. Indeed, if we let Aq denote the modified version
of A, where q is taken as the initial state, every labeled residual of A* is isomorphic
to Aq* for some state q in A.
Observation 3.9. A conflict event domain D is recognizable if and only if an
acyclic trace automaton with finitely many non-isomorphic labeled residuals may
be obtained by relabeling the trace automaton TD on a finite concurrent alphabet.
Indeed, if the trace automaton A is a relabeling of TD with finitely many
labeled residuals Ax (up to isomorphism) then D&D(A*) for A* defined
on the set of (classes of isomorphic) residuals by setting q wa q$ in A
*
if and only if there exists x and x$ in D such that Ax # q, Ax$ # q$ and
x wa x$ in A.
The rest of the section is devoted to the announced example.
Figure 5 shows a frame and a tile which may be used to pave that frame
according to the sequence of steps indicated in Fig. 6 (at each step, fresh
copies of the tile are inserted in each free angle). The tiling of the quarter-
plane so obtained yields the Hasse diagram HD of a conflict event domain
D; see Fig. 7. Domain D has exactly one type of (unlabeled) residuals, and
its <-cliques have size at most 8 (this bound is reached). As suggested by
Conjectures 3.5 and 3.6, this conflict event domain which is actually a
coherent dI-domain is recognizable. In view of Observation 3.9, it suffices
to relabel the trace automaton TD associated with D on a finite concurrent
alphabet, so as to obtain an acyclic trace automaton with finitely many
types of isomorphic labeled residuals. The alphabet of TD is the set of
events represented with dashed lines in Fig. 7. This alphabet is reproduced
in Fig. 8: each broken line represents a single event, and two intersecting
lines represent two independent events. This relabeling problem may be
solved on the concurrent alphabet ([1, ..., 10], &), where the independence
relation & is the complement of the conflict relation * visualized by the
two rings in Fig. 9. More precisely, & is the complement of * minus the
identity relation. The events are labeled from left to right on Fig. 8, using
at each level one of the two rings taken in alternation. Numbers are
chosen in their order on the rings from the respective origins 1 and 6, but
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FIG. 5. We pave the quarterplane according to the steps in Fig. 6.
FIG. 6. At each stage, fresh copies of the tile are inserted in each free angle.
FIG. 7. The Hasse diagram of a conflict event domain.
FIG. 8. The events of the conflict event domain of Fig. 7.
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FIG. 9. A concurrent alphabet.
the rotation is reversed every two levels. The resulting sequence of labels
for the events of Fig. 8 is the following:
1, 5
6, 10, 9
1, 2, 3, 4, 5
6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 6, 7, 8, 9
1, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, 5
.............................
The reader may verify that the labeled version of TD has indeed 20 types
of isomorphic labeled residuals.
The relative intricacy of the solution to the relabeling problem for this naive
example, representative of the prime event structures, is typical of the non-context-
free event domains, which may be identified (Section 4) by the presence of arbitrary
long elementary zigzags in the covering relation on finite elements.
Definition 3.10 (Zigzags). A zigzag in a relation  /X_X is a sequence
(xi) i # I of elements of X, indexed by an interval I/N, such that x2n  x2n&1 and
x2n  x2n+1 whenever the corresponding indices are in I. In particular, it is a path
of the undirected graph G=(X, &), where &=  _  &1. A path is said to be
elementary when it does not pass twice by the same vertex; thus a zigzag is elemen-
tary if all the elements xi are distinct.
We give in Section 5.2 a full solution to the relabeling problem for the context-
free event domains, where the elementary zigzags in &< have bounded length
(Section 4).
4. CONTEXT-FREE EVENT DOMAINS
A context-free graph (Mu ller and Schupp, 1985) is a rooted graph of finite degree
such that, by removing all vertices within a fixed distance d from the root, one
obtains altogether, when d ranges over the natural numbers, a bounded number of
types of isomorphic connected components. In this section, we focus our attention
on context-free event domains, defined as follows.
Notation 4.1. For any domain D, let HD denote the Hasse diagram or transitive
reduction of the order in D, restricted to the finite elements of D.
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Definition 4.2 (Context-Free Event Domains). A conflict event domain D is
context-free if HD is a context-free graph.
Context-free graphs may-also be characterized as those rooted graphs of finite
degree which may be generated from deterministic graph grammars (Caucal, 1992).
Definition 4.3 (Graph Grammar). Let 7=[7n | n1] be an alphabet with
arities and V be a set of vertices. A hyperarc is any word in n1 7n } Vn. The
hyperarc fx1 } } } xn is labeled by the non-terminal symbol f, and it connects in that
order the vertices x1 } } } xn . A hypergraph H on (7, V) is a connected graph [H]=
(V, R) on V (hence RV_V) called the underlying graph of H, together with a set
of hyperarcs fx1 } } } xn connecting vertices in V. A hyperarc replacement rule is a
production fx1 } } } xn  Hf , where fx1 } } } xn is a hyperarc, Hf is a finite hypergraph
on (7, V) and [x1 , ..., xn] are distinct vertices of Hf . A graph grammar on (7, V)
is a finite set of hyperarc replacement rules fx1 } } } xn  Hf , where f # 7n .
A graph grammar G is said to be deterministic if every symbol f # 7n occurs
exactly once in the left member of a rule fx1 } } } xn  Hf . A deterministic graph
grammar G defines a vector of context-free graphs [G|f | f # 7], obtained by infinite
iterations of the hyperarc replacement rules fx1 } } } xn  Hf from the respective
hyperarcs fx1 } } } xn .
So, the Hasse diagram sketched in Fig. 10 is a context-free graph, generated by
a graph grammar with a single non-terminal symbol. That dag may be seen as a
thick binary tree whose branches are assembled from squares. Since zigzags have
length at most 6, the picture is ‘‘full of gaps.’’ Insofar as recognizable event domains
are concerned, the next proposition shows that boundedness of zigzags is indeed a
characteristic property of context-free event domains.
Proposition 4.4. A recognizable event domain (D) is context-free if and only if the
covering relation (&<) in its Hasse diagram (HD) has bounded elementary zigzags.
FIG. 10. A context-free event domain.
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Boundedness of elementary zigzags in the transitive reduction HD of D is clearly
a necessary condition. To prove that it is also sufficient, we proceed by a series of
lemmas. Beforehand, we need to introduce a general definition which we shall refine
later on in Section 5.
Definiion 4.5 (Sections). A section in an event-domain D is a maximal subset
SD of elements located at a constant depth in HD , such that HD restricts to a
connected graph on the subset of nodes [x | x # D 7 (_s # S) (sx)].
According to this definition, the set of sections of D is certainly a partition of D.
Lemma 4.6. If two finite elements x and y of an event domain D are connected
by a zigzag of the form x &< z &<&1 y then they are also connected by a path
[z0 , z1 , ..., z2l], where x=z0 , \k # [0, ..., l&1] zk &<&1 zk+1 &< zk+2 and z2l= y.
Proof. Let u=e1 , ..., ek and v=e"1 , ..., e"k be two sequences of events labeling
respective paths from = (the minimal element) to x and from = to y in TD , with
[x, z] # ek and [ y, z] # e"k . Since u and v define the same configuration in D (TD),
they are equivalent by permutations of independent events. Let u=w0 tw1 } } } t
wm&1 twm=v be a proof for utv, where wi , w i+1 differ by exactly one permuta-
tion and wi # L(TD) for all i. Set w i=w$i e$i with e$i # ED ; thus e$0=ek and e$m=e"k .
Denote l the maximal number for which f (i) is defined by f (0)=0 and f (i+1)=
inf[ j | f (i)< j 7 e$j {e$f (i)]. Now for all i<l, w$f (i) tw$f (i+1)&1 by right cancellation
in the commutative monoid, w$f (i+1)&1e$f (i) tw$f (i+1) e$f (i+1) by permutation of
e$f ( j) and e$f (i+1) , and there must exist w"f (i) such that w$f (i+1)&1=w"f (i) e$f (i+1) and
w$f (i+1)=w"f (i)e$f (i) . Thus we obtain the desired path by setting = ww
w$f (i) z2i (for il )
and = ww
w"f (i) z2i+1 (for il ) in TD (where = is the infimum of D). K
Lemma 4.7. Let x and y be two distinct elements of HD belonging to the same
section S; then x and y are connected by a zigzag [z0 , z1 , ..., z2], such that x=z0 ,
\k # [0, ..., n&1] z2k &< z2k+1 &<&1 z2k+2 , and z2n= y.
Proof. By definition of a section, there exists a path x=x0&x1&x2 } } } &xm= y
where &=(&< _ &<&1) and xi lies in the connected component of HD based on S.
If xi # S for some 0<i<m, then the above path may be split into two strictly
shorter paths and the conclusion follows by induction on their length. If xi  S for
all 0<i<m, then x1&x2 } } } &xm&1 is a path of strictly smaller amplitude (defined
as the maximal variation of the distance from the root) in the connected component
based on the section which contains x1 and xm&1 , and therefore one may assume
by induction on the amplitude of paths the existence of a zigzag [ y0 , y1 , ..., y2p],
where x1= y0 , \k # [0, ..., p&1] y2k &< y2k+1 &<&1 y2k+2 , and y2p=xm&1 . Now
the conclusion follows by Lemma 4.6, applied to each y2k &< y2k+1 &<&1 y2k+2 . K
We may assume without loss of generality that the elements zi are all distinct, i.e.,
Corollary 4.8. Two distinct elements of HD belonging to the same section S
must be connected by an elementary zigzag.
Lemma 4.9. Let A be a finite trace automaton such that the elementary zigzags
z0 &< z1 &<&1 z2 } } } &< z2n&1 &<&1 z2n in HD(A) have bounded length n<N; then
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the size of the sections of HD(A) is bounded by K=( p( p&1))N+1, where p is the size
of the alphabet of A.
Proof. For a fixed x, the number of elements y distinct from x and such that
x &< z &<&1 y is bounded by p( p&1). Thus K may be used as an upper bound for
the number of elementary zigzags z0 &< z1 &<&1 z2 } } } with a fixed origin z0 . The
conclusion follows by Corollary 4.8. K
Lemma 4.10. Let A be a finite trace automaton such that HD(A) has bounded
sections; then HD(A) is a context-free graph.
Proof. Let D=D(A). For any element x # D, let Dx denote the restriction of D
to the elements greater than x. Similarly, for any section S in D, let DS denote the
connected component of HD based on S, i.e., the restriction of D to the set
x # S Dx . For any section S=[x1 , ..., xk] in D, the ordered set DS is determined
up to isomorphism by the coproduct ~1ik Dxi together with the equivalence
relation on the elements at depth 1 in this coproduct such that (i, y)#( j, y) for
y # Dxi & Dxj . In fact, if one extends this equivalence to elements at an arbitrary
depth, we can see that (i, y)#( j, y) if and only if xi A xj (i.e., Dxi & Dxj {<) and
xi 6 xj y, and then xi &< (xi 6 xj) &<&1 x j since D is an event domain. There-
fore, if the size of sections of D is bounded by K, the number of non-isomorphic
components of HDS is bounded by (q)
K ( pK) # where q and p are the respective
numbers of states and actions of A, and l# denotes the number of equivalence
relations on the set [1, ..., l]. K
5. FROM GRAPH GRAMMARS TO TRACE AUTOMATA
The purpose of this section is to provide a constructive proof of the following
theorem.
Theorem 5.1. Context-free event domains are recognizable.
In a prelude to the actual proof, we observe in Section 5.1 that any (normalized)
graph grammar generating the Hasse diagram of an event domain yields an implicit
encoding of vertices and edges by words. On that basis, the projective order on
prime intervals can in turn be encoded by a suffix-rewrite system on words. These
two encodings are exploited in Section 5.2, where trace automata are derived from
graph grammars. We will show in Section 6 that the set of graph grammars which
generate event domains is a recursive set (see Theorem 6.1). Therefore, we obtain
altogether an effective procedure for deciding from an unlabeled graph grammar
whether it generates an event domain and constructing in that case a finite trace
automaton recognizing that event domain.
5.1. Grammatical Encodings of Event Domains
We will obtain a syntactic description of the graph G|f resulting from the infinite
iteration of the hyperarc replacement rules gx1 } } } xa(g)  Hg of a deterministic
grammar G from a hyperarc fx1 } } } xa( f ) taken as axiom. Here and in the following,
we let a(g) denote the arity of the non-terminal symbol g. In order to reach our
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objective more easily, we can freely assume that the graph grammar G has been
normalized according to the following definition.
Definition 5.2 (Normalized Graph Grammar). A deterministic graph grammar
G is normalized if the following conditions on Hg are satisfied for every production
gx1 } } } xa(g)  Hg :
1. The underlying graph [Hg] of Hg is a directed acyclic graph whose
minimal elements are the vertices x1 , ...xa(g) , also called the input vertices.
2. Either [Hg] reduces to an isolated vertex, or its set of vertices splits into
minimal elements and maximal elements, also, called the output vertices of Hg .
3. The set of output vertices is partitioned into subsets by the hyperarcs
hy1 } } } ym in Hg , where an output vertex cannot occur twice on a hyperarc and
where different hyperarcs are labeled by different non-terminal symbols.
The following is a straightforward adaptation of a theorem established in Caucal
(1992), and it is therefore stated without proof.
Theorem 5.3. A deterministic graph grammar 1 generating a rooted and a transitive
dag of finite degree from the axiom f0x1 may always be transformed by an effective
procedure to a normalized graph grammar G such that G|f0=1
|
f0
.
Thus, a rooted and atransitive dag of finite degree is context-free if and only if
it is isomorphic to G|f0 for some normalized graph grammar G and for some unary
non-terminal symbol f0 . The benefit of normalization is to yield for G|f0 the syntactic
presentation described hereafter. From now on, we assume that G=[ fx1 } } } xa( f )
 Hf]f # 7 is a normalized (and a fortiori deterministic) graph grammar. Thus,
unless Hf reduces to a single vertex, its underlying graph [Hf] is the Hasse diagram
of a (connected) partial order of depth 1. For f # 7, let succ( f ) be the set of non-
terminal symbols occurring in Hf . Now, each production fx1 } } } xa( f )  Hf may be
encoded by a corresponding graph Gf=(Vf , Af), isomorphic to [Hf]. The set of
vertices Vf=If _ Of is split into the input vertices If=[( f, 1), ..., ( f, a( f ))] and the
output vertices Of=[( fg, i) | g # succ( f ) and 1ia(g)]. The set of arcs Af 
If _Of is the set of pairs (( f, i), ( fg, j)) such that there exists an arc from xi to the
jth vertex of hyperarc g in Hf . Thus, in particular, Vf=[( f, 1)] and Af=< in the
case of a production fx1  x1 . Figure 12 illustrates this encoding for the produc-
tions of the grammar shown in Fig. 11. Now for any non-terminal symbol f # 7, the
context-free graph G|f generated from fx1 } } } xa( f ) is actually assembled from copies
of the building blocks Gg , pasted together along the paths of a regular tree Tf
defined as follows. Let T denote the set of 7-words f1 } } } fn such that \i<n fi+1 #
succ( fi). Let Tf (respectively T g) be the subset of words f1 } } } fn in T such that
f1= f (resp. fn= g), and let T gf =Tf & T
g. The set Tf , ordered by the prefix order-
ing, may be seen as a deterministic tree. This tree is called the parse-free of G|f .
Observation 5.4. G|f & [Gv | v # Tf], where Gv=u } Gg=(u } Vg , u } Ag) for
v=ug # Tf , letting u } (w, i)=(uw, i) and u } ((w, i), (w$, i $))=((uw, i), (uw$, i $)), and
where the union of graphs is defined componentwise, i.e., i # I (Vi , Ai)=( i # I Vi ,
i # I Ai).
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FIG. 11. A normalized graph grammar for the event domain of Fig. 10.
Now let HD be the Hasse diagram of a context-free event domain D. Then
HD &G|f0 for some normalized graph grammar G and for some unary non-terminal
symbol f0 . The above observation suggests simple notations for the vertices and
arcs of HD . Since we reason up to isomorphism of graphs, we shall henceforth
identify G|f =(V
|
f , A
|
f ) with  [Gv | v # Tf]. Then the vertices in V
|
f are mapped
bijectively to pairs (u, i) such that u # T gf and 1ia(g), and if we fix for each
f # 7 an enumeration of the arcs in Hf (like in Fig. 11), the arcs in A|f are mapped
bijectively to words ui such that u # T gf and 1in(g), where n(g) is the number
of arcs in Ag (see Fig. 13). In the following, the notation n(g) is always used with
this meaning, while ui and u } i are both used as alternative notations for prime
intervals. Before we tackle the encoding of the projective order on the prime inter-
vals of HD , let us observe that the general definition of sections in event domains
(Definition 4.5) may be specialized as follows in the particular case of the context-
free event domains.
FIG. 12. Coding the production rules f  Hf of Fig. 11 into graphs Gf .
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FIG. 13. Sections in the domain of Fig. 10 w.r.t. the graph grammar of Fig. 11.
Definition 5.5 (Sections). For v=u .g # Tf , let u: G|f /G
|
f be the graph
embedding u } (V |g , A
|
g )=(u } V
|
g , u } A
|
g ); then G
|
f >v=u } G
|
g is the residual of G
|
f
by v. The set .(v)=[(v, 1), ..., (v, n)] of minimal vertices of G|f >v is called the
section (of G|f ) determined by v # Tf thus, the sections of G
|
f form a partition
of V |f .
In Section 2, events have been defined as equivalence classes of projective prime
intervals in Scott domains, and they have been equipped with two disjoint binary
relations, called independence and conflict. Let us extend these definitions from
event domains D to context-free graphs G|f0 , in such a way that the new definitions
agree with the earlier ones when G|f0 &HD .
Definition 5.6 (Projective Order and Events in Context-Free Dags). Let G=
(V, &<) be the transitive reduction of an acyclic graph. A prime interval [x, y] is
a pair of vertices such that x &< y. A prime interval [x, y] is covered by a prime
interval [x$, y$] (notation [x, y] &< [x$, y$]) if x &< x$ and y &< y$, which gives
rise to a diamond h(x, x$, y, y$). The projective order C= on prime intervals is the
reflexive and transitive closure of &< . An event is an equivalence class of prime
intervals for the equivalence generated by C= (thus, two prime intervals are equiv-
alent if and only if they are connected by a zigzag in the projective order). Let
 (x, y, z) when x &< y, x &< z but there is no t such that h(x, y, z, t); then two
events e1 and e2 are in conflict (notation e1 *e2) if  (x, y, z) for some [x, y] # e1
and [x, z] # e2 , and they are independent (notation e1 &e2) if h(x, y, z, t) for some
t such that [x, y] # e1 and [x, z] # e2 .
For instance, in Fig. 13, the prime intervals fg1 C= fgh3 C= fghk2 are linearly
ordered and belong to the same event. Now, with our encoding of prime intervals,
the projective order may be represented by a finite suffix rewrite system constructed
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from the graph grammar. In order to see that, observe that whenever h(x, x$, y, y$)
in G|f , x belongs to a section .(ug) such that, for some h # succ(g), [x, y]=ugi,
[x, x$]=ugj, [ y, y$]=ughj $, and [x$, y$]=ughi $ for some i, j # [1, ..., n(g)] and
i $, j $ # [1, ..., n(h)]; whence the following.
Observation 5.7. wi &< w$i $ if and only if w=u } g, w$=u } gh, and gi &< ghi $.
Observation 5.8. ufi C= vgj if and only if v=u } w and fi * wgj, where * is the
derivation relation in the suffix rewrite system with rules gi  ghi $ such that g, h # 7
and gi &< ghi $ in G|g (or in its approximation at depth 2; see Fig. 14).
Notation 5.9. For u # T gf and 1in(g), let u(i) denote the event of G
|
f which
contains the prime interval ui.
For instance, in Fig. 13, fg(1)= fgh(3)= fghk(2). Thus each word u # T gf
denotes a corresponding mapping from dom(u)=[1, ..., n(g)] to the set of events
of G|f ; let Im(u) denote the image of this mapping.
5.2. Extracting a Trace Automaton from a Graph Grammar
Now exploiting the syntactic presentation defined in Section 5.1 for a context-free
event domain D generated from a (normalized) graph grammar G, we will derive
from G a finite trace automaton A whose domain of configurations is isomorphic
to D. In a first step, we cut down HD &G|f0 to a representative subgraph of finite
size, delimited by repeated sections.
FIG. 14. A normalized graph grammar G and a suffix rewrite system generating the projective order
in G|f .
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Definition 5.10 (Repeated Sections). Two distinct 7-words u, v # Tf0 induce
repeated sections (notation: u<<v) if the following conditions hold:
1. u is a prefix of v: u<v;
2. u and v end with the same symbol: u=u$ } f and v=v$ } f;
3. \i, j # [1, ..., n( f )] u(i)=u( j)  v(i)=v( j), and u(i)&D u( j)  v(i)&D v( j).
Let T2 be the initial subtree of the parse tree Tf0 which remains after removing
all nodes w # 7* such that u<v<w for some pair of repeated sections u<<v in HD .
We say that two words u, v # Tf0 have the same type when the last two conditions
of Definition 5.10 are met. By Koenig’s lemma, T2 has no infinite branch since there
are only finitely many types. A uniform procedure constructing T2 from G and f0
stems immediately from the following proposition, an improved version of which
will be established later on (see Proposition 6.17).
Proposition 5.11. Given u # Tf0 and i, j # dom(u), one may decide from G and f0
whether u(i)=u( j), and whether u(i)&D u( j), where D&G|f0 .
Let Fr(T2) denote the frontier of T2 , i.e., the set of maximal words of T2 , and
let T%2=T2"Fr(T2) denote the interior of T2 . Let [;1 , ..., ;n] be an enumeration
of Fr(T2), and for 1in let :i be the unique word in T%2 such that : i<<;i .
Clearly, the frontier of T2 is a cut of Tf0 (i.e., a maximal subset of pairwise incom-
parable elements). Moreover, since :i and ;i have the same ending symbol, the
following holds by definition of Tf0 :
\w # 7* :i } w # T  ;i } w # T.
Thus we can reduce any word u # Tf0 by the prefix rewriting system 2=[;i w
i
:i | :i<<;i]: this rewriting system is deterministic (because the words ;i are incom-
parable) and noetherian (because the length of :i is strictly less than the length of
;i); hence any word u # Tf0 reduces to a unique normal form u$=u mod 2 and
clearly u$ # T%2 .
We can now clarify the role of the last condition stated for u and v in the definition
of repeated sections. First of all, this condition entails that composite relations u&1 } v
and v&1 } u (where u and v denote event valued functions according to Notation 5.9)
are functional relations on ED , inducing reciprocal bijections vu : Im(u)  Im(v)
and uv : Im(v)  Im(u) such that
\i 1in( f ) vu(u(i))=v(i). (1)
More importantly, the mapping vu is a partial isomorphism of the graph (ED , &D),
with domain Im(u) and range Im(v).
Definition 5.12 (Partial Isomorphism). A partial isomorphism of a relational
structure G is an isomorphism : D  R between two substructures of G called
respectively the domain and the range of .
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We recall that H is a substructure of G if H has the structure induced by G or
equivalently if G is a conservative extension of H (R(x1 , ..., xn) # G and \i } xi # H
entail R(x1 , ..., xn) # H).
Thus, the repeated sections :i<<;i (1in) determine a family [1 , ..., n] of
partial isomorphisms i=;i:i of the concurrent alphabet (E2 , &2), where E2 is the
set of events occurring in the representative part of HD , i.e., E2= [Im(u) | u # T2],
and &2 is the restriction of &D to E2 . The following result, which is the crux of our
construction, was first established in Hrushovski (1992).
Theorem 5.13 (E. Hrushovski). A finite graph (E2 , &2) equipped with a finite
family of partial isomorphisms [1 , ..., n] can always be extended conservatively
into a finite graph (E, &) equipped with automorphisms [91 , ..., 9n] extending the
former ones.
Hrushovski constructs in fact automorphisms 9i which do not depend on rela-
tion &2 but only on the partial isomorphisms. His construction was extended to
relational structures in Herwig (1995). A simpler proof of Hrushovski’s theorem is
due to Lascar (1994), who constructs a graph (E, &) in which E does not depend
upon the partial isomorphisms i but only on the graph (E2 , &2).
The above theorem indicates that one can always extend (E2 , &2) into a finite
alphabet (E, &) large enough to permit constructing from D a trace automaton with
underlying graph HD , by labeling the prime intervals of D according to a recursive
procedure defined by the automorphisms 9i and the reduction rules ;i w
i :i in 2.
Moreover, the possibly infinite trace automaton obtained in this way may always
be folded to a finite and equivalent trace automaton.
Definition 5.14 (Labels of Prime Intervals). Let 91 , ..., 9n be automorphisms
of (E, &) constructed according to Theorem 5.13 from (E2 , &2) and the partial
isomorphisms i induced by the repeated sections :i<<;i (1in) of HD . Then
each prime interval u } j of domain D is given a label l2(u } j) # E, defined as follows:
1. l2(u } j)=u( j) # E2 if u # T%2 ,
2. l2(u } j)=9i (l2(v } j)) if u w
i v (in 2).
We proceed below to a series of verifications, necessary for proving that the
labeled version of HD is a trace automaton.
Observation 5.15. The label of a prime interval u } j such that u # T2 is given by
l2(u } j)=u( j).
Actually, this identity holds by definition of l2 for u # T%2 ; and for u=; i we have
l2(u } j)=l2(;i } j)=9 i (l2(:i } j)) [because ; i w
i : i]=9 i (: i ( j)) [because :i # T%2]
=;i ( j) [because 9i is the extension of i=;i:i]=u( j). K
Lemma 5.16. Two prime intervals which belong to the same event have the same
label.
Proof. We show u } i &< v } j O l2(u } i)=l2(v } j) by induction on the length of
the normalization process for u } i (in the prefix rewrite system 2).
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1. Base Case: u # T%2 . Then v # T2 and by the above observation l2(u } i)=
u(i)=v( j) [because u } i &< v } j]=l2(v } j).
2. General Case: u  T%2 . Then u w
k u$, where u=;k wf and u$=:kwf. Since
u } i &< v } j, v=;kwfg for some g such that f } i  fg } j in the suffix rewrite system
which encodes the projective order (see Observation 5.7). Thus v wk v$=:k wfg
(using prefix rewriting) and u$ } i &< v$ } j (using suffix rewriting). By the inductive
assumption, l2(u$ } i) = l2(v$ } j); hence l2(u } i) = 9k(l2(u$ } i)) = 9k(l2(v$ } j)) =
l2(v } j). K
Definition 5.17. Let ’2 : ED  E be the labeling function on events induced
from mapping l2 .
Lemma 5.18. Two independent events are always labeled by independent letters in
the concurrent alphabet (E, &).
Proof. Let e1 , e2 # ED such that e1&D e2 ; then e1=ug(i) and e2=ug( j) for some
diamond based on ugi and ugj. We show ’2(e1)&’2(e2) by induction on the length
of the normalization process for u } g.
1. Base Case: ug # T%2 . ’2(e1)=l2(ug } i)=ug(i)&2 ug( j)=l2(ug } i)=’2(e2)
and ’2(e1)&’2(e2) because (E2 , &2) is a restriction of (E, &).
2. General Case: ug  T%2 . Then ug w
l u$g, where ug=;lwg and there exists
a diamond based on u$gi and u$gj. By the inductive hypothesis, l2(:lwg } i)& l2(:lwg } j);
hence ’2(e1) = l2(ug } i) = 9 l (l2(: lwg } i))&9l (l2(: lwg } j)) = l2(ug } j) = ’2(e2)
because 9 l is an automorphism of (E, &). K
Lemma 5.19. Two conflicting events are never labeled by independent letters in
the concurrent alphabet (E, &).
Proof. Let e1 , e2 # ED such that e1*D e2 ; then  (x, y, z) in HD for some x, y, z
such that [x, y]=ugi, [x, z]=ugj, e1=ug(i) and e2=ug( j) and the proof proceeds
along the same line as the one for Lemma 5.18. K
Lemmas 5.18 and 5.19 tell us that, by labeling the prime intervals of HD &G|f0
according to the function l2 , one does obtain a (possibly infinite) trace automaton
over the finite alphabet (E, &). The construction of this labeling relies chiefly on
Hrushovski’s theorem. Nevertheless, we have not yet completely exploited the finite
group of automorphisms of (E, &) generated by 91 } } } 9n . Let 0 denote that finite
group. We now intend to construct from 0 and the representative part of HD a
finite trace automaton A (over (E, &)) that unfolds to the labeled version of HD .
We define A=(E, &, Q, q0 , T ) with set of states Q, initial state q0 , and set of
transitions T as follows. Let Q=0_V2 , where V2=[(u, i) # V |f0 | u # T%2], and let
q0=(9= , ( f0 , 1)) where 9= , is the identity on E. More generally, for m # [1, ..., n]* let
9m be inductively defined by 9 j } m=9j b 9m . Then TQ_E_Q is the set of
transitions _2(u, i) www
’2 (u(k)) _2(v, j) such that u # Tf0 and uk: (u, i) &< (v, j) in HD ,
where _2 : V |f0  Q is the mapping inductively defined by
_2(u, j)={(9= , (u, j))(9k b 9m , (v, j))
if u # T%2
if u wk u$ and _2(u$, j)=(9m , (v, j)).
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We state below a second series of lemmas, necessary for proving that A unfolds
to HD .
Lemma 5.20. Let (u, i) # V|f0 and uk: (u, i) &< (v, j) in HD . If _2(u, i)=(9m , (u$, i))
then ’2(u(k))=9m(u$(k)).
Proof. The proof proceeds by induction on the length of the normalization
process for u.
1. Base Case: u # T%2 . Then _2(u, i)=(9= , (u, i)) and ’2(u(k))=u(k)=
9= (u(k)).
2. General Case: u  T%2 . Then u w
l u" and if we let _2(u", i)=(9m$ , (u$, i)), we
obtain from the definition _2(u, i)=(9l b 9m$ , (u$, i)). Now, ’2(u(k))=9l (’2(u"(k))
=[by inductive assumption] 9 l (9m$(u$(k))=9l } m$(u$(k)). K
Lemma 5.21. For any vertex (u, i) in V |f0 , let E(u, j)=[’2(u(k)) | _v _j } uk: (u, i)
&< (v, j)]. If _2(u1 , i1)=_2(u2 , i2) then E(u1 , i1)=E(u2 , i2) .
Proof. Let _2(u1 , i1)=(9m1 , (u$1 , i1)) and _2(u2 , i2)=(9m2 , (u$2 , i2)) . Then u1
and u2 have the same normal form u$1=u$2=u$, and their respective normalization
processes u1 w
m1 u$ and u2 w
m2 u$ are equivalent in the sense that 9m1=9m2 . By
Lemma 5.20, E(u1 , i1)=E(u2 , i2) . K
Corollary 5.22. E(u, i)=[e # E | _2(u, i) w
e ]; thus the transition relation T
depends only upon the pairs (u, i) in V2 , and therefore, the definition of A is
constructive.
Lemma 5.23. Let uk: (u, i) &< (v, j) in HD . If u w
m u$ for some word m #
[1, ..., n]* then v wm v$ for some v$ such that u$k: (u$, i) &< (v$, j) in HD .
Proof. If m==, there is nothing to prove. If m=l } m$, then u wl u1(w
m$ u$) and
we have u=;l wf and u1=: lwf. Since (u, i) &< (v, j), v=;lwfg for some g such that
fi  fgj. Let v1=:lwfg; then v w
l v1 and (u1 , i) &< (v1 , j). By induction, we can
find v$ such that (u$, i) &< (v$, j) and v1 w
m$ v$ hence v wm v$. K
Proposition 5.24. A=(E, &, Q, q0 , T) is a finite trace automaton; and the pair
of mappings (_2 , ’2): HD  A is a folding morphism, where HD is viewed as an
unfolded trace automaton.
Proof. We verify first that the pair (_2 , ’2) satisfies the conditions required
from folding morphisms.
1. The initial states are in correspondence: _2( f0 , 1)=(9= , ( f0 , 1)) =q0 , by
definition of q0 .
2. uk: (u, i) &< (v, j) in HD implies _2(u, i) ww
’2 (u(k)) _2(v, j) by definition of T.
3. For every (u, i) # V |f0 , [e # E | _2(u, i) w
e ]= [by Lemma 5.21]
[’2(u(k)) | _v _j } uk: (u, i) &< (v, j)]=[by Lemma 5.20] [9m(u$(k)) | _v _j } uk:
(u, i) &< (v, j)], where u wm u$ # T%2 . Since HD satisfies axiom (R), which tells that
two co-initial prime intervals do not belong to the same event, and since u and u$
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have the same type, u(k){u(k$) and u$(k){u$(k$) for k{k$. Now, 9m is a bijec-
tion, and therefore, ’2 restricts to a bijection between [e # E | _2(u, i) w
e ] and
[e # ED | _k } e=u(k) 7_v_j } uk: (u, i) &< (v, j)].
4. Every pair of events e1 , e2 # ED which are co-initial at some vertex in
HD (i.e., such that _(u, i), (v1 , j1), (v2 , j2) # V |f0 with [(u, i), (v1 , j1)] # e1 and
[(u, i), (v2 , j2)] # e2) are either independent or in conflict hence e1 &D e2 if and only
if ’2(e1)&’2(e2) by Lemma 5.18 and Lemma 5.19.
It remains to prove that A is indeed a trace automaton.
1. A is deterministic. Let _2(u1 , i1) wwww
’2 (u1 (k1 )) _2(v1 , j1) and _2(u2 , i2)
wwww’2 (u2 (k2 )) _2(v2 , j2) be two transitions of A, stemming from prime intervals u1k1 :
(u1 , i1) &< (v1 , j1) and u2k2 : (u2 , i2) &< (v2 , j2) in HD , and assume _2(u1 , i1)=
_2(u2 , i2) and ’2(u1(k1))=’2(u2(k2)). Then i1=i2=[let] i, u1 and u2 have the
same normal form u$1=u$2=[let]u$, and their normalization processes u1 w
m1 u$
and u2 w
m2 u$ are equivalent in the sense that 9m1=9m2=[let]9. By Lemma 5.23,
one can find v$1 such that u$k1 : (u$, i) &< (v$1 , j1) and v1 w
m1 v$1 , and similarly, one
can find v$2 such that u$k2 : (u$, i) &< (v$2 , j2) and v2 w
m2 v$2 . By definition, _2(v1 , j1)
=(9, (v$1 , j1)) , and _2(v2 , j2)=(9, (v$2 , j2)). Now, by Lemma 5.20, ’2(u1(k1))
=9(u$(k1)) and ’2(u2(k2))=9(u$(k2)); thus u$(k1)=u$(k2) because 9 is a bijec-
tion. By axiom (R), (v$1 , j1)=(v$2 , j2). Therefore _2(v1 , j1)=_2(v2 , j2).
2. A satisfies the commutativity condition. By Lemma 5.21 and its corollary,
it is sufficient to consider the case of two independent events e1 &e2 enabled in state
q=_2(u, i) stemming from prime intervals u1k1 : (u, i) &< (v1 , j1) and u2 k2 : (u, i)
&< (v2 , j2) (whence e1=’2(u1(k1)) and e2=’2(u2(k2))). Since ’2(u1(k1))&’2(u2(k2)),
u1(k1)&D u2(k2) by Lemma 5.19, and therefore there must exist a vertex (v, j) # V |f0
and two prime intervals v1k$1 : (v1 , j1) &< (v, j) and v2 k$2 : (v2 , j2) &< (v, j) such
that u1(k1)=v2(k$2) and u2(k2)=v1(k$1). Hence _2(v1 , j1) w
e2 _2(v, j) and _2(v2 , j2)
we1 _2(v, j) are two transitions in T. K
This completes the proof of Theorem 5.1.
6. DECIDING WHETHER A GRAPH GRAMMAR GENERATES
A CONFLICT EVENT DOMAIN
This section is devoted to the proof of the following theorem.
Theorem 6.1. Given a normalized graph grammar G and a unary hyperarc
symbol f0 , one can decide whether the context-free graph G|f0 generated from f0 x1 is
the transitive reduction of the order on finite elements in some conflict event domain.
We state in Section 6.1 a characterization of those graphs that are isomorphic to
transitive reductions of conflict event domains. We show in Section 6.2 that this
subclass of graphs is finitely axiomatized by monadic second-order formulas within
the class of context-free graphs. Theorem 6.1 then follows from a theorem of Mu ller
and Schupp, stating the decidability of the monadic theory of every context-free
graph. We give in Section 6.3 a more direct proof of Theorem 6.1, which relies
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solely on the computation of fixed points of monotone operators on finite lattices
and leads therefore to practical algorithms with lower complexity.
6.1. Transitive Reductions of Conflict Event Domains
We recall that an event domain is a finitary Scott domain in which the finite
elements satisfy the three axioms (C, R and V). In fact, any Scott domain (i.e.,
|-algebraic and bounded complete CPO) is completely determined by its restric-
tion to finite elements. In the following, the set of finite elements of a Scott domain
equipped with the induced order is called the compact core of that domain.
Proposition 6.2. A partial order is the compact core of a Scott domain if and
only if it is countable, has a least element, and is bounded complete.
For the sake of completeness we sketch the proof of this proposition. The reader
will easily fill in the gaps.
Let Fin(D) denote the compact core of an |-algebraic CPO D. The
completion by ideals of an ordered set X, denoted I(X), is the set of ideals
of X ordered by inclusion. An ideal of X is a non-empty subset I/X which
is directed (\x, y # I _z # I .xz y) and downward closed (\x # I \y # X
yx O y # I ).
Lemma 6.3. Let F be a countable partial order with a least element;
then D=I(F ) is an |-algebraic CPO whose compact core is isomorphic to
F. The isomorphism F$F in(D) maps any element x # F to the principal
ideal a x=[ y # D | yx]. Conversely, given an |-algebraic CPO D, F=
Fin(D) is a countable partial order with a least element and its completion
by ideals is isomorphic to D. The isomorphism D$I(F ) maps any element
x # D to the ideal [ y # Fin(D) | yx] and maps any ideal to its least upper
bound in D.
Proof. The completion by ideals of an ordered set F is a pre-CPO (i.e.,
an ordered set in which any non-empty directed subset has a least upper
bound) because the union of any non-empty directed family of ideals is an
ideal (hence it is the least upper bound of that family). For the same
reason, any principal ideal a x=[ y # D | yx] is finite. If F has a leat ele-
ment =, then its completion by ideals is a CPO whose least element is the
principal ideal generated by =, let a ==[=]. If F is moreover countable,
then any ideal I of F admits a co-final increasing |-chain; i.e., there exists
a sequence (xn)n # | such that \n .xnxn+1 and I=n # | a xn ; whence
any finite element in I(F ) is a principal ideal. Thus D=I(F ) is |-algebraic.
The second part of the lemma is easily verified. K
Proposition 6.2 follows from Lemma 6.3 and the following observation.
Observation 6.4. An |-algebraic CPO is bounded complete if and only
if its compact core is bounded complete.
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Corollary 6.5. A directed graph (X, &<) with a countable set of ver-
tices X is the transitive reduction of the compact core of a conflict event
domain if and only if the reflexive and transitive closure =&<* of the
incidence relation
(i) is an order i.e., the graph is acyclic (ii) with a least element i.e., the graph
is rooted (iii) which is finitary i.e., \x a x=[ yyx] is finite
and the following three axioms are satisfied:
Axiom C. (x &< y, x &< z, y{z, y A z) O ( y 6 z _y &< ( y 6 z), z &< ( y 6 z)).
Axiom R. [x, y] >&< [x, y$] O y= y$.
Axiom V. [x, x$] >&< [ y, y$] 6 [x, x"] >&< [ y, y"] 6 x$ A x" O y$ A y".
Corollary 6.6. Let G be a normalized graph grammar and let f0 be a unary
hyperarc symbol; then the graph G|f0 is isomorphic to the transitive reduction of the
compact core of a conflict event domain if and only if it satisfies the three axioms (C),
(R), and (V).
6.2. Monadic Second-Order Logic and Conflict Event Domains
All the conditions stated in Corollary 6.5 with the exception of condition (iii)
may be expressed by monadic second-order formulas over a signature [ &< ] with
a single predicate symbol of arity two. The formulas in MSOL(&<) are constructed
from a countable set of variables x, y, z, ... for individuals and from a countable set
of variables X, Y, Z, ... for sets of individuals (i.e., monadic predicates) by combin-
ing atomic formulas x # X and x &< y with the boolean connectives and the first-
order and second-order quantifiers. A model for MSOL(&<) is a structure G=
(V, &<), where &< is a binary relation over the universe V; hence G is a directed
graph. The relation of validation G < . between models and formulas follows the
usual definition of validation for second-order formulas; i.e., variables x, y, z, ... are
assigned to vertices, variables X, Y, Z, ... are assigned to sets of vertices, and the
predicate symbol &< is interpreted by the incidence relation of the graph. The
monadic theory of a graph G=(V, &<) is the set of formulas of MSOL(&<) which
are satisfied in that model.
Theorem 6.7 (Mu ller and Schupp). The monadic theory of a context-free graph
is decidable.
This theorem means that given any recursive presentation of a context-free graph
G, for instance a grammar G such that G=G|f0 and a formula . # MSOL(&<), one
can decide whether G < .. Therefore a proof for Theorem 6.1 can be derived from
the following proposition.
Proposition 6.8. The subclass of the context-free graphs which are isomorphic to
transitive reductions of compact cores of conflict event domains has a finite axiomati-
zation in MSOL(&<).
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The rest of this subsection is dedicated to the proof of Proposition 6.8. The
acyclic context-free graphs G|f0 which are generated from normalized graph gram-
mars satisfy naturally the conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) stated in Corollary 6.5. It
only remains to find formulas in MSOL(&<) expressing the axioms (C), (R) and (V).
Observe that the reflexive and transitive closure of a binary relation which may be
defined in MSOL(&<) is also definable in MSOL(&<):
xR*y#\X[(\z \u(z # X 7 zRu O u # X )) 7 x # X] O y # X.
Therefore the relation =&<* is definable in MSOL(&<), as well as the follow-
ing relations
x< y # x y 6 x{ y
x A y # _z xz 6 yz
x= y 6 z # yx 6 zx 6 [\u( yu 6 zu) O xu]
x= y 7 z # x y 6 xz 6 [\u(u y 6 uz) O ux]
[x, y] &< [z, u] # x &< y 6 z &< u 6 x &< z 6 y &< u
[x, y] >&< 1[z, u] # [x, y] &< [z, u] or [z, u] &< [x, y].
Unfortunately, the relation of projectivity >&< =(>&< 1)* has no straightforward
definition in MSOL(&<): since >&< 1 is a relation between pairs of individuals,
quantifiers over binary predicate variables X, Y, Z, ... are introduced when express-
ing [x, y] >&< [z, u] as
\X[(\x1\x2\y1\y2(x1Xy1 7 [x1 , y1] >&<1 [x2 , y2] O x2Xy2)) 7 xXy] O zXu.
Nevertheless, the order on prime intervals =&<* is definable in MSOL(&<),
since it may be characterized as
[x, y][z, u]  (x &< y 6 z &< u 6 x= y 7 z 6 u= y 6 z).
Therefore, Theorem 6.1 would follow by direct application of Theorem 6.7 if the
following question could be given a positive answer:
Question 6.9. Given a graph grammar generating an acyclic graph G=(V, &<),
is it possible to compute an integer N such that >&<=( _ )N?
Unfortunately, such an N does not exist in general. Figure 15 displays, for
instance, a context-free event domain in which unbounded zigzags must be followed
for connecting pairs of projective prime intervals.
The next three lemmas show that the conditions imposed on conflict event
domains by axioms (R) and (V) may however be expressed by a finite number of
MSOL(&<) formulas.
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FIG. 15. A context-free event domain with unbounded shortest zigzags between prime intervals.
Lemma 6.10. There exists in MSOL(&<) a formula finite(X) which is satisfied
by a rooted dag (V, &<) of finite degree if and only if X is a finite subset of V.
Proof. The following formulas express respectively that the set X admits an
infinite chain, and that the set X is downward closed:
Infinite-Path(X )#_x(x # X ) 7 [\x(x # X ) O (_y } y # X7 x &< y)]
Downward-Closed(X )#\x \y[x &< y 7 y # X] O x # X.
In view of Koenig’s lemma, the following formula fulfills the requirement of the
lemma.
finite(X)#_Y XY 7 Downward Closed(Y ) 7c(Infinite-Path(Y )). K
Restricting the class of models of MSOL(&<) to the subclass of rooted and
directed acyclic graphs of finite degree, let us consider the MSOL(&<) formula
XOY defined by
XOY#finite(X ) 7 finite(Y )
7 (\x # X _! y # Y x &< y) 7 (\y # Y _! x # X x &< y)
7 (\X$X X$=< 6 X$=X 6
_x$ # X$ _x # X"X$ _y # Y _y$ # Y
[x, y] >&<1 [x$, y$]);
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then the predicate Proj(x, y, x$, y$) defined by
Proj(x, y, x$, y$)#_X _Y XOY
7{x # X 7 x$ # X 7 y # Y7 y$ # Y x &< y7 x$ &< y$ =
entails when it is satisfied that the prime intervals [x, y] and [x$, y$] are projective
([x, y] >&< [x$, y$]). The following lemma establishes a weakening of the converse
implication.
Lemma 6.11. Let G be a rooted dag of finite degree. If G satisfies the condition
Strong-R#\X \Y XOY
O{
\x \y \x$ \y$
(x # X 7 y # Y 7 [x, y] >&<1 [x$, y$])
O _[x$  X O \y" # Y } c(x$ &
< y")]
7 [ y$  Y O \x" # X } c(x" &< y$)]&=
then the formula Proj(x, y, x$, y$) holds in G if and only if [x, y] >&< [x$, y$].
Proof. Assume [x, y] >&< [x$, y$] and consider a chain of projective prime inter-
vals [x, y]=[x0 , y0] >&<1 [x1 , y1] } } } >&<1 [xn , yn]=[x$, y$]. Let Xi=[x0 , ..., xi]
and Yi=[ y0 , ..., yi]. By condition Strong-R, and using induction on i, Xi OY i for
0in. The formula Proj(x, y, x$, y$) is then satisfied with X=Xn and Y=Yn . K
Therefore if G satisfies condition Strong-R, the relation of projectivity between
prime intervals may be expressed by a monadic second-order formula; and in that
case axioms (R) and (V) may also be expressed by MSOL(&<) formulas. Note by
the way that if Strong-R holds in G then necessarily axiom (R) is satisfied by G. The
only thing which remains to be proved is that this condition Strong-R is not too
demanding, namely:
Lemma 6.12. The compact core of a conflict event domain satisfies Strong-R.
Proof. XOY implies that X and Y are finite sets of configurations such that
Y=[x _ [e] | x # X], where e is an event that does not occur in any configuration
of X: \x # X e  x. Thus, symmetrically, we also have X=[ y"[e] | y # Y] and the
event e occurs in every configuration of Y. Now suppose that x, y, x$, and y$ are
configurations such that x # X, y # Y, and [x, y] >&<1 [x$, y$]. Thus y$=x$ _ [e].
Let us assume that _y" # Y } x$ &< y"; then necessarily y"=x$ _ [e] because e  x$
(since x$= y$"[e]) and e # y" (since y" # Y ). Then x$ # X since it is a configuration
of the form x$= y""[e] with y" # Y (then also y$ # Y since y$=x$ _ [e]= y").
Symmetrically, _x" # X } x" &< y$ implies y$ # Y. K
This achieves the proof of Proposition 6.8 and thus of Theorem 6.1.
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6.3. An Alternative Decision for Axioms (C), (R), and (V)
We give in this section a direct proof of Theorem 6.1, which does not rely on
monadic second-order logic and leads to efficient algorithms for the decision of
axioms (C), (R), and (V). Assume given a normalized graph grammar G. Thus, if
f0 is a unary hyperarc symbol, the associated graph G|f0 is the transitive reduction
of a finitary order with least element. Recall that u(i), for u # T gf and 1in(g),
denotes the event in G|f to which the prime interval u } i belongs. Recall also that
the projective order on prime intervals is the equivalence generated by the suffix
rewriting system with finite set of rules [g } i  gh } j | g } i &< gh } j in G|g ]. This can
be rephrased as follows.
Lemma 6.13. Two prime intervals u } i and v } j in G|f belong to the same event
u(i)=v( j) if and only if the relation u } i >&<f v } j is provable from the inference rules
given in Table 1.
Definition 6.14 (Relations of Local Independence and Local Conflict). Given
a normalized graph grammar G, and a pair of prime intervals g } i=[x, y] and
g } j =[x, z] in G|g , let g } i&
0 g } j if there exists a diamond h(x, y, z, t) in G|g ;
otherwise let g } i *0 g } j.
Since it suffices to check the graph G|g up to depth 2 in order to determine
whether g } i&0 g } j or g } i *0 g } j, the relations of local independence (&0) and local
conflict (*0) can be easily computed from the graph grammar G. Figure 16 shows,
for instance the relations of local independence and conflict for the normalized
graph grammar which was produced as an example in Section 5.
Proposition 6.15. Let u } i and v } j be prime intervals in G|f ; then
u(i)=v( j), resp. u(i)&v( j), resp. u(i)*v( j)
if and only if the relation
u } i >&<f v } j, resp. u } i& f v } j, resp. u } i*f v } j
is provable from the instances of the relations of local independence and conflict
(taken as axioms) and the inference rules given in Tables 1 and 2.
The above proposition states that the deductive system Sf defined by Tables 1
and 2 is sound and complete for the relations of projectivity, independence, and
conflict in G|f . However, Sf gives rise to an infinite theory and cannot be used to
TABLE 1
The Rules for Projectivity in S f
g } i  ghj u # Tgf
u } i >&<f uh } j
u } i >&<f v } j
v } j >&<f u } u
u # Tgf 1in( g)
u } i >&<f u } i
u } i >&<f v } j v } j >&<f w } k
u } i >&<f w } k
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FIG. 16. A normalized graph grammar and the associated relations of local independence and
conflict.
decide on u(i)=v( j), u(i)&v( j), or u(i)*v( j). In order to remedy this drawback, let
us consider as a possible alternative to Sf the finite deductive system S formed of
all instances of the relations of local independence and conflict, taken as axioms,
plus the inference rules given in Table 3.
Proposition 6.16. Let u } i and v } j be prime intervals in G|f ; then
f (i)= f ( j), resp. f (i)& f (i), resp. f (i)* f ( j)
if and only if the relation
f } i >&< f } j, resp. f } i & f } j, resp. f } i* f } j
is provable in S.
TABLE 2
The Rules for Independence and Conflict in Sf
g } i &0 g } j u # Tgf
u } i &f u } j
g } i*0 g } j u # Tgf
u } i*f u } j
u } i >&<f v } j v } j &f w } k
u } i&f w } k
u } i >&<f v } j v } j*f w } k
u } i *f w } k
u } i &f v } j v } j >&<f w } k
u } i &f w } k
u } i *f v } j v } j >&<f w } k
u } i *f w } k
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TABLE 3
The Rules of S
Basic Rules
1in( f )
f } i >&< f } i
f } i &0 f } j
f } i & f } j
f } i*0 f } j
f } i* f } j
Propagation rules
g } i  gh } j g } i$  gh } j$ h } j >&< h } j$
g } i >&< g } i$
g } i  gh } j g } i$  gh } j$ h } j & h } j$
g } i & g } i$
g } i  gh } j g } i$  gh } j$ h } j*h } j$
g } i*g } i$
Saturation rules
f } i >&< f } j f } j >&< f } k
f } i >&< f } k
f } i >&< f } j f } j & f } k
f } i & f } k
f } i >&< f } j f } j* f } k
f } i* f } k
f } i & f } j f } j >&< f } k
f } i & f } k
f } i* f } j f } j >&< f } k
f } i* f } k
‘‘If ’’ Part of the Proof. Clear, since the set [ f } i | f # 7 7 in( f )], equipped
with relations >&<=f # 7 >&<f , &=f # 7 &f , and *=f # 7 *f , is a model of S.
‘‘Only If ’’ Part of the Proof. Assume f (i)& f ( j). By Proposition 6.15, f } i& f f } j
has a proof in Sf . We show by induction on the length of this proof that f } i& f } j
has a proof in S. The cases for * and >&< are similar.
1. Base Case: f } i& f f } j because f } i&0 f } j. Then f } i& f } j is proved in S by the
application of a basic rule.
2. General Case: f } i& f f } j because there exist two sequences of prime intervals
(uk } ik)1kn and (vk } jk)1km such that u1=v1= f, i1=i, j1=j, un=vm=w } g,
and g } in &0 g } jm , where uk } ik &< uk+1 } ik+1 or uk+1 } ik+1 &< uk } ik for 1kn,
and vk } ik &< vk+1 } ik+1 or vk+1 } ik+1 &< vk } ik for 1k<m. Since uk+1 is formed
either by adding one letter to uk or by removing its last letter, the sequence
(uk } ik)1kn may be split to p subsequences (uk } ik)nlk<nl+1 [with n=np+1&1]
such that unl= f for all lp and uk= fhl } wk with h l # succ( f ) for nl<k<nl+1 .
The sequence (vk } jk)1km may be split in a similar way to q subsequences
(vk } jk)mlk<ml+1 [with m=mq+1&1]. Two cases can occur.
(a) p=q=1. Then for 1<kn, uk is of the form fh } wk and for 1<km,
vk is of the form fh$ } w$k . Since un=vm=w } g, h=h$. Let us simplify all words on
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the left by f in the sequences (uk } ik)2kn and (vk } jk)2km ; then we obtain an
Sh -proof for h } i2 &h h } j2 , strictly shorter than the Sf-proof for f } i&f f } j. By the
induction hypothesis, h } i2 &h } j2 is provable in S, whence f } i& f } j can be derived
by one application of the propagation rule for independence in S.
(b) p+q>2. The following hold by induction hypothesis: for every l<p,
the subsequence (uk } ik)nlknl+1 may be mapped to an S-proof for unl } inl >&<
unl+1 } inl+1 ; for every l<q, the subsequence (vk } jk)mlkml+1 may be mapped to an
S-proof for vml } jml >&< vml+1 } jml+1 ; and the remaining subsequences (uk } ik)npk<np+1
and (vk } jk)mqk<mq+1 may be mapped jointly to an S-proof for unp } inp &vmq } jmq .
The relation f } i& f } j may be derived therefrom by repeated applications of the
saturation rule for independence in S. K
Observe that the set of S-provable instances of relations f } i >&< f } j, f } i& f } j,
and f } i* f } j (where f # 7 and i, j # [1, n( f )]) is the least fixpoint of a monotone
operator on a finite lattice. These relations can therefore be decided. Nevertheless
we have not yet reached our goal: we need to decide on relations u } i >&<f v } j,
u } i&f v } j and u } i*f v } j for arbitrary words u, v # Tf . For that purpose, we con-
struct for each n # N a finite deductive system S nf formed of all instances of the
relations of local independence and conflict, taken as axioms, plus the inference
rules given in Tables 3, 4, and 5. A proof in S nf proceeds like a proof in Sf as long
as words u # Tf of length less than n are concerned, but relies on the rules of S as
soon as relations u } i >&<nf u } j, u } i &
n
f u } j, or u } i&
n
f u } j must be proved for words
u # Tf of length n. Beware of the fact that u(i)=u( j) (resp. u(i)&u( j), resp.
u(i)*u( j)) does not entail g } i >&< g } j (resp. g } i& g } j, resp. g } i*g } j) for such
words u of length n. Nevertheless the following holds.
Proposition 6.17. For every pair of prime intervals u } i, v } j in G|f and for every
integer n # N such that nmax( |u|, |v| );
u(i)=v( j), resp. u(i)&v( j), resp. u(i)*v( j)
if and only if the relation
u } i >&<nf v } j, resp. u } i&
n
f v } j, resp. u } i*
n
f v } j
is provable in S nf .
TABLE 4
The Rules for Projectivity in S nf
g } i >&< g } j u # Tgf |u|=n
u } i >&<nf u } j
g } i  gh } j u # Tgf |u|<n
u } i >&<nf uh } j
u } i >&<nf v } j
v } j >&<nf u } i
u # Tgf |u|<n 1in( g)
u } i >&<nf u } i
u } i >&<nf v } j v } j >&<
n
f w } k
u } i >&<nf w } k
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TABLE 5
The Rules for Independence and Conflict in S nf
g } i & g } j u # Tgf |u|=n
u } i&nf u } j
g } i*g } j u # Tgf |u|=n
u } i*nf u } j
g } i& g } j u # Tgf |u|<n
u } i &nf u } j
g } i*g } j u # Tgf |u|<n
u } i*nf u } j
u } i >&<nf v } j v } j &
n
f w } k
u } i &nf w } k
u } i >&<nf v } j v } j*
n
f w } k
u } i*nf w } k
u } i &nf v } j v } j >&<
n
f w } k
u } i &nf w } k
u } i*nf v } j v } j >&<
n
f w } k
u } i*nf w } k
Proof. We prove u(i)=v( j) iff u } i >&<nf v } j. The other cases are similar.
‘‘If ’’ Part. By Propositons 6.15 and 6.16, g } i >&< g } j iff g(i)= g( j) iff g } i >&<g
g } j. Now an Sg -proof for g } i >&<g g } j induces for every u # T gf an Sf -proof for
u } i >&<f u } j. The set [u } i | u # T gf 7 in(g)], equipped with the relation >&<
n
f
=>&<f , is therefore a model of S nf .
‘‘Only If ’’ Part. An Sf -proof for u } i >&<f v } j determines a sequence of prime
intervals (uk } ik)1kn such that u } i=u1 } i1 , v } j=un } in , and uk(ik) &< uk+1(ik+1)
or uk+1(ik+1) &< uk(ik) for 1k<n. Hence uk+1 is formed either by adding one
letter to uk or by removing its last letter. This sequence may be split to p maximal
subsequences _l=(uk } ik)nlk<nl+1 [with n=np+1&1] satisfying either (*): (nl<k
<nl+1 O |uk |<n) or (**): (n l<k<nl+1 O |uk |>n). If _ l satisfies (**) then
necessarily unl=wl } gl=unl+1 , and wl } g l occurs as a prefix in every word uk such
that nl<k<nl+1 , let uk=wl } gl } w$k . For each lp, the k-indexed sequence (gl }
w$k } ik), where nlknl+1 and w$nl===w$nl+1 , supports an Sgl -proof for g l } inl
>&<gl gl } inl+1 . By Proposition 6.15 and 6.16, g l (inl )= gl (inl+1 ) and g l } inl >&<
gl } inl+1 . An S
n
f -proof of the relation unl } inl >&<
n
f unl+1 } inl+1 may be constructed
therefrom by one application of the rules for projectivity in S nf . The S
n
f -proof for
u } i >&<nf v } j follows by substituting this S
n
f -proof for every subproof supported by
a subsequence _l in the given Sf -proof for u } i >&<f v } j. K
Again, observe that the set of S nf -provable instances of relations u } i >&<
n
f v } j,
u } i&nf v } j, and u } i*
n
f v } j is the least fixpoint of a monotone operator on a finite
lattice. These relations can therefore be decided.
Corollary 6.18. The relations of projectivity, independence, and conflict are
decidable. More precisely, given a pair of prime intervals u } i and v } j in G|f , one can
decide whether u(i)=v( j), whether u(i)&v( j), and whether u(i)*v(i).
Definition 6.19. (Types of Sections). The type {(v) of the section of G|f deter-
mined by the word v=u } g( # Tf) is given by the symbol g ( # 7) and the following
three relations on [1, ..., n(g)]:
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i >&<v j if and only if v(i)=v( j)
i&v j if and only if v(i)&v( j)
i*v j if and only if v(i)*v( j).
Lemma 6.20. Let {(u)={(v)); then for every word w # 7*, u } w # Tf if and only
if v } w # Tf , and in that case {(u } w)={(v } w).
Proof. Since u and v end with the same hyperarc symbol, u } w # Tf if and only
if v } w # Tf . In order to prove {(u } w)={(v } w), it remains to establish >&<uw=
>&<vw , &uw=&vw and *uw=*vw . We prove >&<uw=>&<vw (the other statements
may be proved in a similar way). Assume i >&<vw j and |w|1 (for w== there is
nothing to prove). An Sf -proof for vw } i >&<f vw } j determines a sequence _=
(uk } ik)1kn such that vw } i=u1 } i1 , vw } j=un } in , and uk(ik) &< uk+1(ik+1) or
uk+1(ik+1) &< uk(ik) for 1k<n. Thus uk+1 is obtained either by adding one
letter to uk or by removing its last letter. This sequence _ may be split to p maximal
subsequences _l=(uk } ik)nlk<nl+1 [with n=np+1&1] such that unl=v for 1<l
p with either (*): (nl<k<nl+1 O v<3 uk) or (**): (nl<k<nl+1 O v<uk). A
subsequence _l satisfying (*) supports an Sf-proof for v } inl >&<f v } inl+1 . Since
{(u)={(v), there must therefore exist in that case a corresponding proof for u } inl
>&<f u } inl+1 , supported by a sequence _$l . In the case of a subsequence _l satisfying
(**), let _$l=_l[uv] be the sequence formed by substituting prefix u for prefix v in
every word of _l . The resulting sequence _$=_$1 } } } _$p supports an Sf-proof for
uw } i >&<f uw } j. Hence resulting sequence >&<vw>&<uw , and >&<uw>&<vw by
symmetry. K
Corollary 6.21. The set of types of sections of G|f , which is necessarily finite,
can be computed uniformly in G and f.
Proposition 6.22. G|f satisfies the axioms (R) and (V) of conflict event domains
if and only if the relations of projectivity, independence, and conflict computed for
each type of sections are pairwise disjoint.
Proof. Since g } i&0 g } j or g } 1*0 g } j for every pair of co-initial prime intervals
ug } i and ug } j, axiom (R) is equivalent to the statement that >&<u & (&u _ *u)
=< for every word u # Tf . Now &u & *u {< contradicts axiom (V). It remains to
prove that every contradiction with (V) entails &w & *w {< for some w. So
assume ug } i >&<f vh } j and ug } i$ >&<f vh } j $ for some hyperarc symbols g, h # 7
such that g } i&0 g } i $ and h } j*0 h } j $. Let w be the greatest common prefix of words
ug and vh. Every Sf -proof for ug } i >&<f vh } j may be split into a pair of Sf-proofs
for ug } i >&<f w } k and w } k >&<f vh } j for some k. Under the above assumptions,
there exists therefore a pair of integers k and k$ which is in &w & *w . K
Corollary 6.23. One can decide on whether G|f0 satisfies axioms (R) and (V).
It remains to show that one can decide on whether G|f0 satisfies axiom (C). Recall
that the vertices of G|f0 are pairs (ug, i) such that ug # Tf0 , g # 7, and ia(g). Also
recall that &< denotes the incidence relation, whence (u, i) &< (v, j) represents an
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arc, and that A denotes the compatibility relation, whence (u, i) A (v, j) iff _(w, k) }
(u, i) &<* (w, k) 7 (v, j) &<* (w, k).
Lemma 6.24. Let v=ug # Tf0 ; then (v, i) A (v, j) in G
|
f0
if and only if the relation
(g, i)  (g, j) may be proved in the deductive system with the following set of rules
(where f, h # 7):
1ia( f )
( f, i)  ( f, i)
( f, i) &< ( fh, j) ( f, i $) &< ( fh, j $) (h, j)  (h, j $)
( f, i)  ( f, i $)
.
Proof. Two vertices (uf, i) and (ug, j) such that f{ g are necessarily incom-
patible in G|f0 . K
Observe that relation  can be computed uniformly in G as the least fixpoint of
a monotone operator on a finite lattice. In view of the above lemma, the relations
( f, i)  ( f, j) and the relations ( f, i) &< ( fg, j) extracted from the productions of
grammar G are sufficient data for determining whether G|f0 satisfies axiom (C). We
state below two conditions which must hold if G|f0 satisfies axiom (C) and which
may be checked by direct inspection of these finite data.
Condition 6.25. The following inferences are valid:
( f, i) &< ( fg, j) ( f, i) &< ( fg, j $) (g, j)  (g, j $) j= j $
_!(h, k) # 7_N [(g, j) &< (gh, k) 7 (g, j $) &< (gh, k)]
.
Condition 6.26. The following inferences are valid:
( f, i)  ( f, i $) i{i $
_! g } [_j, j $ } ( f, i) &< ( fg, j) 7 ( f, i $) &< ( fg, j $) 7 (g, j)  (g, j $)]
.
Proposition 6.27. One can decide whether G|f0 satisfies axiom (C).
Proof. First, one checks G against Condition 6.25. If G passes this test then G|f0
satisfies the following axiom (C1) which is a weakening of (C):
C1 : [x &< y 6 x &< z 6 y A z 6 y{z] O _u h (x, y, z, u).
Now axiom (C) is equivalent to the conjunction of (C1) and the following axiom C2 :
C2 : h(x, y, z, t) O t= y 6 z.
It remains to decide on whether G|f0 satisfies (C2). At this stage, one checks gram-
mar G against Condition 6.26. Assume that G passes this test. Consider a diamond
h(x, y, z, t) in G|f0 , where w.1.o.g. x=(wf, i), y=(wfg, j), z=(wfg, j $) and t=
(wfgh, i $). Then t= y 6 z iff \v # Tv=hu O Jv & J$v Iv , where Jv=[n | (g, j)
&< *(gv, n)], J$v=[n | (g, i $) &<* (gv, n)], and Iv=[n | (h, i $) &<* (v, n)]. Let {v
=(k, Jv , J$v , Iv) for v # Tkh . Observe the following: if v, v$ # Th and {v={v$ then
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v } w # Th iff v$ } w # Th for every w # 7* (because v and v$ end with the same symbol),
and in that case {v } w={v$ } w . One can therefore compute in finite time the set of
possible types {v determined by a fixed diamond h(( f, i), ( fg, j), ( fg, j $), ( fgh, i $)),
and the decision on (C2) follows because there are finitely many such diamonds. K
7. CONCLUSION
We have shown in this paper that every context-free event domain is recognizable,
i.e., coincides with the domain of configurations of some finite trace automaton.
This representation result has been established by a constructive proof, which
extracts a finite trace automaton from any graph grammar defining the Hasse
diagram of a conflict event domain. The correspondence between ‘‘context-free’’
event structures (i.e., event structures generating context-free event domains) and
finite trace automata may hopefully serve to establish a tight relationship between
logics of concurrency in the spirit of Mukund and Thiagarajan (1992) and Penczek
(1988), and Bu chi’s monadic second-order logic S1S (Bu chi, 1960). A related ques-
tion is to decide whether an event structure presented by rational sets and relations
is context-free. Let us stress now some limitations of our work. The finite trace
automata which generate context-free event domains form clearly a recursively
enumerable and strict subset of the finite trace automata, but we do not know at
present whether this set is recursive. For this reason, our representation result fails
to establish a full correspondence between well-identified classes of models. In
another respect, we have failed to characterize the class of event domains which are
recognized by finite trace automata. We have set the conjecture that such domains
are recognizable if and only if they have finitely many non-isomorphic residuals and
bounded cliques for relation <. A first step before proving or disproving this conjec-
ture is to examine the particular case of the (possibly not context-free) coherent
dI-domains, which are known to coincide with the domains of configurations of the
prime conflict event structures. In a wider prospect, the present work suggests the
study of recognizable graphs (or at least acyclic graphs) defined in terms of finitely
presented groups of automorphisms.
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